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Prologue 

On LEAD-ing is a short pamphlet written by “graduating” Class of 2015 junior leaders:  Command Sergeant 

Major, Sergeants Major, and First Sergeants. 

Each junior leader provides insights for the rising junior leaders by answering three questions: 

 With your successor in mind, what is your number one take-away from your first 30 days as SGM/1SG? 

 With your successor in mind, what advice would you share regarding leading your peers? 

 With your successor in mind (SGM or 1SG), how did you build a strong command team with your 

commander and NCOs? 

 

In their responses, they provide enduring wisdom for those who follow them.   We would be wise deeply 

consider and reflect on their experiences.  Read to LEAD! 

 

-------------------------------- 

To LEAD: 

It is the third phase of The Citadel Leader Development Program and  

an essential part of the college’s military pillar. 

 

THE LEAD PHASE: 

The lead phase emphasizes development of the skills necessary to take on responsibility for a small unit.  In this 

phase, a cadet learns and practices the skills to account for, organize, supervise, discipline, and develop a small 

cohort of cadets.  The lead phase is about RESPONSIBILITY and SMALL-UNIT LEADERSHIP. 

THE MILITARY PILLAR: 

With the Military pillar, a cadet appreciates the importance of personal discipline, leader/team skills, and a 

sense of accountability for a principled leader.   A principled leader must be adept at leading oneself as well as 

working as part of and leading teams toward a goal.  A graduate is required to demonstrate a sense of 

accountability as well as meet standards in personal appearance and discipline, the team skills of a follower, and 

the leadership skills of planning, setting direction and expectations, organizing, delegation, and follow up, as 

certified by the Commandant.  
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QUESTION 1:  With your successor in mind, what is your number one take-away from your first 30 days 

as SGM/1SG? 

1SGs (on the first 30 days): 

Thus far the most important thing that I wish I would have known at the start of the school year is that if you 

take the little things seriously and get them done then it just makes your job that much easier and everything 

runs so much more smoothly. For example if I never announce anything about each class having meetings on 

Tuesday at 11:00 hours then some people might forget to check and miss the meeting. If this happens then I 

have to track them down and make sure they have to go to the make-up meeting …To prevent all this all I have 

to do is to remind everyone through the platoon Sgts that everyone has required training that day at 11:00 hours.  

Assume nothing, always double check.  

Something I wished I knew about before I began the year as a 1SG is the amount of questions that would be 

asked of me. In relation to that is how much people actually look up and depend on my knowledge for their 

everyday life…I wish there was more insight on how to interact with and utilize the Platoon Sgts to our 

advantage. 

In the first 30 days, I learned the meaning of “being in the trenches.” I found that asking people to do the hard 

tasks is much easier and you get a much better response when they actually see you doing it too. This is 

definitely a leadership tool I will use in my future career. 

From the first thirty days of being first sergeant, I have gained insight into not only this school but also about 

myself.  The first observation I made was that no matter what you do people are never going to be 

satisfied.  Any decision you make, at least one person is not going to agree and they will let you know.  Second, 

people complain.  Not only do they complain, but they complain a lot and to you.  If I could change one attitude 

surrounding this school it would be instead of focusing on what you can't do, focus on what you can do and how 

you can leave a positive influence.  Third, people always recognize the times when you falter.  Do not let them 

see that it bothers you and tell yourself that everything else has been done successfully.  Let the successes guide 

you instead of letting the failures bring you down.  Finally, find people who support you.  Surround yourself 

with those people and let their confidence in you become your own.  And also, remember that although this 

position is important, in the end you are a student who is learning just as much from this leadership opportunity 

as you are in class.  Do not take this opportunity for granted but instead learn your strengths and try to work on 

your weaknesses.  Rely on others if you need help and rely on your own capabilities.  You have been chosen for 

a reason; all you have to do is show them why.  

I think that the most important thing to being a successful 1SG is the ability to transition from the previous 

year’s 1SG. I would maybe suggest that we begin a shadowing process.  Also it is incredibly important to 

follow the regulations that you attempt to enforce.  A successful 1SG must sit down with their commander and 

make a mission statement and lay out the course you wish to take the company.  If I had to say three things that 

I have learned so far that are important they would be: 1) Inspect what you expect (nothing will be the standard 

you want if you don’t follow up on it),  2) employ your chain of command in accordance with its capabilities 

(delegate, allow some other people to have responsibility, get squad leaders to serve the purpose they were 

intended for),  and 3) Understand the difference between friends outside of school and subordinates inside of 
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school. (There must be sameness in how you treat people under your authority.  Don’t allow friends to get off 

easier than others because that will just break down your legitimacy.) 

In my first 30 days as first sergeant, I have learned how damaging it is if the previous command team fails to 

hold themselves accountable and fulfill their responsibilities. I have also learned how damaging it is to a 

company when even a small percentage of that company chooses to engage in illicit activity, and how much 

worse the situation can be made when it is handled behind the back of the company's command team by leaders 

who have no vested interest in the welfare of the company itself. This experience has taught me 2 principle 

lessons:  1. Use the chain of command and work with your TAC to ensure that the chain of command can be 

used. Proper use of the chain of command will better distribute the workload that most companies allow to build 

up on their clerks and higher ranking class officers, which will build morale and help eliminate the cynicism 

that often surrounds these positions. In addition, the perception that the chain of command is irrelevant will 

ensure that you are not kept informed and will be subsequently unable to deal with situations as they arise.  2. 

No situation is irrecoverable. The majority of the problems you will face will arise out of circumstances that 

you have no control over, but outcomes can be controlled through your own dedication and effort. The only 

situation that you cannot improve is the one you give up on. 

The first few days I wish I had known what the job entailed. Specific details of what duties the job entailed 

would have helped. I wish I knew how much time it takes away from you, and how to cope with it. I also wish I 

knew how communication is key, and without it the entire company is endangered.  

From my first thirty days, I have been taught several key lessons. First, it is a lot harder leading classmates than 

as a knob or sophomore. Second, the amount of time this position demands is huge. This job takes a lot of 

scheduling flexibility that is not always possible with classes. Third, there are a lot of repetitive tasks that take 

place. Sometimes it is due to those above not stating their purpose clearly and needing things done again 

because of this. All in all, the lessons I have learned in the first 30 days …were lessons I needed to learn 

firsthand (although it would have been nice to know the lessons were coming). 

I learned in the first 30 days how to bring everyone together to a common goal. I learned how to deal with 

massive amounts of stress and how to plan to minimize that stress. I learned how to teach and set the positive 

example for not only the knobs but also the upperclass I would be leading. I also learned to have stronger 

personal courage.  

You are the example. The entire tempo, motivation, and attitude of cadre is reflective of you…Instill purpose in 

your company, make the lowest person, with rank or not, feel that they are useful to accomplishing the mission.  

During the first 30 days of being 1SG I learned that you are in charge of a lot things.  Not only do you have to 

square your tasks away but you must also make sure that all your subordinates are squared away too. I also 

learned that it pays to be organized right off the bat with things such as room assignments, key assignments, 

transfer, and things of that nature. 

The most important thing that I learned in being a 1SG is that you have to disseminate tasks because you will 

drive yourself nuts trying to do everything yourself.  Find somebody to help you out and verify that it is getting 

done correctly. 
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There are several things I would have liked to have known coming into the role of company first sergeant. I 

would have liked to really have known the amount of work it really requires to be successful as a first sergeant. 

I knew it would be stressful and demanding, but I did not realize how much so. I also did not realize and would 

have liked to have known how important my job is and how it affects the entire company. I did not truly realize 

how well I do my job can mean the difference in a successful, efficient company or an inefficient company. 

…The biggest mistake that was made was we didn’t hold a meeting [with cadre] prior to the previous year’s end 

so we could all know each other and have a clear understanding of what we were getting into…I wish I had 

been mentored more fully by the previous year’s 1SG because that would have given me a greater 

understanding of what to expect when I assumed my duties.  

During my first 30 days as 1SG, I learned valuable leadership lessons:  Peer leadership is tough.  Continuously 

strive to set the example, and counsel those who do not meet standards - do not chew them out. Reward/praise 

your team. Have a positive attitude. 

During the first 30 days while being a company first sergeant I would suggest to focus on organization and time 

management. It is important to be well organized to be able to find any documents needed at any moment’s 

time…Time management is very important. Being able to divide time amongst first sergeant duties, cadet 

duties, and normal academic duties is very difficult so finding a way to manage your time is essential.  

I wish I would have known to start off a little aggressive. I feel that now I am about as aggressive as I need to be 

but it would have been a little easier knowing how headstrong to start off as. 

Choose your people wisely. Keep track of positive and negative actions. Praise whenever possible. Mistakes are 

inevitable, try not to make the same one twice in one day. Take feedback. Be early, be prepared, and be aware. 

When addressing subordinates, use “we”, never “I”. Communication is key. Be clear in your explanations and 

expectations. Support commander when enforcing company policies, but never hesitate to challenge them 

behind closed doors. Be consistent! Follow all rules no matter how trivial. Trust people to do their job. 

SGMs (on the first 30 days): 

From the first thirty days of holding my rank I have learned that being personable with those around you goes 

the farthest when having to correct someone or deal with a situation…I’ve also learned that no matter what you 

are doing you have to be confident as others notice this. If you look confused and unsure of what is going on 

those around you will as well and are less likely to listen to you…Everything is not going to go right all the 

time, know and accept this and be ready for things to go wrong and handle them the best way you can. Lastly, 

I’ve learned that doing whatever you can to help your subordinates goes a long way in gaining their respect and 

makes the job worthwhile when you are able to help them out with something.  

As BN SGM, I quickly learned that there is more to the job than [advertised], such as accountability, barrack 

cleanliness, knob knowledge (training), and getting things done in an orderly fashion to meet the battalion 

commander’s priorities.  The 1st sergeants and I quickly learned that we basically work as a team, with me as 

the coach. It's my job to relay information to them and for them to get it done within the company level. 

Before officially starting in my position as Battalion Sergeant Major, I talked with a lot of people about what 

this rank all entails. I talked a lot to last year’s SGM, who gave me the most insight as to what to expect for the 
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upcoming year…the Battalion TAC also helped me by understanding I needed to be able to see everything that 

was going on and to stand out in the middle of the quad to oversee and step in when needed. At the beginning of 

the year a lot gets thrown at you all at once and it takes great time management skills to accomplish the task 

efficiently…I held meetings with the 1SGs so we would all be on the same page and for them to know I was 

here to help them, too. One thing that I should have been more on top of the first week was verifying that the 

duties I gave the 1SGs were completed…It is important to have contact info with your 1SGs and commanders 

so you can instantly get in touch with them which happens often. One thing a SGM needs to be aware of is that 

you are leading and you have to make the decisions to do the right thing even if people will [make a big deal] 

over it…[don’t] worry about losing “cool points” with peers… 

Overall, there was nothing thrown at me that I did not think I was not prepared for…My advice to those 

wanting to be SGMs is to stay on top of your people and don’t be afraid to step in when necessary, and do the 

right thing all the time. 

My first 30 days as a SGM were challenging and fun.  Something I would have liked to have known going into 

the position is that after giving an order I should always verify.  I trust my 1SGs very much, however if I would 

have verified that they were working on whatever task I gave them then maybe I would not have to find them 

when things didn't get done. 

During my first 30 days as SGM I learned a few things:  One is that the administrative side of the job isn’t that 

difficult just time consuming, however leadership over peers as well as seniors is difficult and you must gain 

their respect.  One of the biggest ways to motivate is to use positive reinforcement.  In a school of punishment a 

little reward can go a long way.  The number one thing I learned and always do is to ask before yelling.  Figure 

out why someone did something first.  Lastly, stay organized.  Keep a calendar of some sort, this keeps yourself 

organized and allows for more effective communication between others if you can see everything at once. 

As Regimental CSM, I wish I would have known exactly what my circle of influence consisted of.  You are 

responsible for only 5 people, your BN SGMs.  The best thing you can do is to encourage them and get their 

feedback and work to get everyone thinking similarly so that things are consistent in all 5 BNs.  Rehearse, 

rehearse, rehearse when it comes to Greater issues and corps functions, have a dry run through so that your 

people know exactly where to be, when to be there, and how to do the task you’ve assigned them.  Lastly, there 

is no substitute for face to face communication. 
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Question 2:  After 60 days as SGM or 1SG, and with your successor in mind, what advice would you 

share regarding leading your peers? 

First Sergeants (on leading peers): 

Take your job seriously, but relax and enjoy the downtime with your classmates. Always say thank you…Know 

your people, it helps if you know their first name…Take a [bad deal] detail, etc. Don't worry about the juvenile 

opinions. 

Set the standard and enforce it. It's easy to give leniency to your friends but you will be quick to learn that's a 

mistake 

I would suggest working on the relationships with the class under you (the sophomore class). Strengthening the 

sophomore class is an essential aspect to creating a successful company. Building a strong relationship with 

your sophomores and instilling discipline within their class creates a strong foundation a company relies on for 

years to come. 

…Be assertive in your command, but constantly [tell cadets] when they do good work.  Peer leadership is 

tough, but everyone should trust your word and you need to establish trust amongst your peers.  Meet weekly 

with your Platoon Sergeants and Squad sergeants, they are the ones who are directly responsible for the training 

of knobs, and the performance of upperclassmen that they have been assigned to. Track their progress.  Lead by 

example, be capable of performing all jobs that others perform (ex: sitting guard, managing a squad, etc.) You 

are not exempt from doing small things because of your rank and your peers will appreciate it.  Be humble, 

although this is a respected position, it means nothing to boast about it. You are just as credible as those around 

you who work as diligently as you do. 

…I didn’t talk business to any of my Cadre unless necessary because I wanted us to understand each other on a 

personal and private manner in order to build a greater understanding foundation of each other before building a 

more assertive professional environment.  This worked very effectively and I felt accepted right away because 

of this avenue of approach.  That all happened before the knobs showed up as well. 

I also held a few meetings with the different classes talking primarily about myself and the standards that I have 

for the company.  In these meetings I would take in everyone’s comments and write them down…I suggest that 

next year’s First Sergeant follow [this approach] because it set the tone for the Cadre.   

…My biggest obstacle was learning how to work with my Commander.  We were good for a little while but 

about a month into the year we became bogged down with school work and other activities that we trailed off 

and barely communicated with one another.  This hurt the company…because I would say for an activity to be 

done one way and then my Commander would change it to fit his wants…The big issue was that essential 

teamwork between the leadership was missing.  This was fixed almost overnight after I simply sat down with 

him and we talked about the upcoming events and how we wanted them to be done.  We also talked about a few 

personal thoughts that helped us understand one another better.   

My advice to next year’s First Sergeant is to…always consider your [cadets’] wellbeing.  If I saw that someone 

was looking down I never hesitated to investigate and find out what was wrong.  They know I care for them 

without question and would help them out in any situation as best I can… 
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Over the first 60 days of training I learned the communication is the key, but most importantly with the 

Commander. At the lower level, however, communication with your peers and the underclassmen is crucial to 

how seriously you will be taken as a leader. I would advise the first sergeant next year to lead peers by example 

and to communicate with the commander to accomplish the goals set out for the company. 

In the first sixty days as first sergeant I have come to realize that people do not read emails, need to be told 

things multiple times, and will continue to ask repetitive questions. It is just part of the job… 

I learned in the first 60 days that tone matters.  Asking someone to do something with too harsh a tone will 

make them think that they don't matter to you, and asking someone with too soft a tone will make them think 

that the task doesn't matter to you. 

…The two key words that I would emphasize are patience and understanding.  Patience in terms that not 

everything is going to go as smoothly as you would hope.  In addition, the process to get things done sometimes 

is lengthy and tiresome.  Look forward to small victories or minuscule breaks and take pleasure when things 

seem to go right, but do not take them for granted.  For tomorrow is a whole new day with a whole new set of 

problems just waiting to present themselves.  The second is understanding.  See situations from a different 

perspective.  Try to explain the purpose behind decisions as much as possible to limit the negativity and 

complaining that goes on. Come to understand why people might be upset or have a reason to bring up 

grievances.  Relate to them and show them compassion, it will make your job a whole lot easier.  Finally, 

smile.  At the end of the day, nothing is as bad as it seems.  Finding something to be happy in will make the 

world of difference in how you approach tomorrow.  I've learned that people respond better to a happy 

demeanor rather than one that is always so serious and gloomy.  Therefore, no matter how hard or rough it may 

seem, make it a habit to be thankful for one thing that went right during the day or that you are appreciative 

for.  You may be surprised at how much it helps...   

Leading your peers is by far the hardest job I have faced as a 1st SGT. It is hard to tell one of your classmates 

and friend to do something that there is no way they want to do.  If you cannot handle it, I would suggest that 

you not take the job.  Enforcing standards is one of the many duties a 1st SGT is tasked with, and you have to 

be indiscriminant on how you enforce the rules.  Giving your friends easier standards than the rest of your 

subordinates can make you lose your legitimacy as a leader, and lose the respect of those you intend to lead.  It 

is important to treat your friends and peers and other members of the company all the same, so that there is a 

sameness and fairness to how you run things. 

…The advice I would give to the upcoming 1SG is delegate, delegate, delegate. I have learned that the more 

responsibility you allow your subordinates to take on the more they are going to want to pitch in and help more 

because they are helping out the company. A company is a team effort and no one man/woman can tackle it by 

themselves… 

If I were to give the rising first sergeant advice for next year, it would be to utilize the other sergeants and 

corporals. It is best so that the load of work can be delegated and spread so others can help. If you do not use 

your peers and class below then you can burn out easily. Also, create a good relationship with your commander, 

you two are in control and if you aren't on the same wavelength then the year can start off bad. 
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I would say that the most important thing you need to do as 1SG is set the tone for the year early and make sure 

you are on the same page as the rest of the company especially the junior class. The junior class is the engine of 

the company and also makes up the majority of the leadership in it. If you can get them in line with your views 

and goals for what needs to be accomplished early on then thing will go much smoother throughout the year. 

As 1SG you need to be prepared to stand up to your friends and classmates on the rules and regulations.  I 

thought there would be ways to navigate around the direct confrontation with your friends and company mates, 

but any rising 1SG should be prepared to enforce the rules regardless of the offender. 

I learned that the right decision isn't always popular amongst your peers. 

I learned that the best way to lead your peers is to make sure that they know that the goals of the company 

should be for them too in order to better the company from the inside out.  

You are the example. 

SGMs (on leading peers): 

 

…Be kind to everyone, but be sure they respect you, don’t let them walk over you. 

I have learned that you have to keep a sense of humor when doing the job of 1st Sgt. or Sgt. Major. You can’t 

take yourself too seriously just because you have a certain rank. Cadets will respect you not because of the rank 

you have but how you go about dealing with your job. Building relationships is also crucial in this job. The 

more relationships you have with those in the battalion the easier it is to get things done. Communication plays 

a big part of this. Cadets want to know what is going on and articulating why something is occurring, although 

they may not like it, helps it go over better. Lastly, you must accept that you will make some people mad. This 

is unavoidable. You have to keep doing your job they way you see fit and not let it get to you.  

My advice to cadets looking into being a Sergeant Major for next year is to set the example. If you are out there 

every day being the best you can be in all you do others do notice…you must also keep your leadership 

consistent. You cannot hold your focus on one group of cadets; you are in charge of all. Also, stay on top of the 

1SGs and get to know them. Have regular meetings with them to discuss. They know more about what is going 

on at the company level…Finally, it is important to be visible. If cadets see you involved they will know you 

are serious about your job. SGM is a big responsibility and needs to be the example for others to follow. 

Be vocal and confident in your decision making. 

As Regimental CSM, you are the backbone of the backbone.  Everything the junior class does flows from your 

direction and guidance.  It is important to understand your sphere of influence.  You have five people you work 

with directly (BN SGMs).  That being said, it is also good to address the 1SGs in Monday meetings as a larger 

group to help ensure everyone is on the same page…Tell your SGMs things that need to be accomplished AS 

SOON AS you know about them.  It is unrealistic to expect optimum results from your people without allowing 

ample time for them to accomplish them.  Lastly, there is no substitute for rehearsal for Greater Issues 

Speeches.  A 20 minute run-through with the 1
st
 Sgts and SGMs will do wonders.   
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QUESTION 3:  with your successor in mind (SGM or 1SG), how did you build a strong command team 

with your commander and NCOs? 

 

1SGs (on building a command team): 

  

I believe to build a command team there must be good communication and agreement on goals. Just sitting 

down and really talking about and setting goals is how we all got on the same page and started working toward 

the big picture. Then once we started working together, we were able to bounce ideas off of each other and 

continue towards our goals. Overall, I believe the most important thing is clear communication and honesty. 

 

The greatest asset as a first sergeant was establishing a positive and trustworthy environment with the command 

team.  This included keeping lines of communication open and stating written goals and expectations from 

every rank holder in the company in addition to company goals.  However, the most important part of creating a 

successful atmosphere is respect.  Respect the commander and executive officer and have respect 

toward yourself to not compromise ideals or standards in light of negative comments or complaints.   

 

I think the way we created a good command climate was [by being] on the same page.  We are always in 

constant communication on company issues.  Another important thing is if you don’t agree with each other, [be 

supportive of the commander in public].   

 

…We built a strong command team by choosing the right people. This included people who did not always 

agree with us, but who could be counted on for their well-reasoned opinion. In addition, each was individually 

motivated to succeed. 

 

To build a strong command team with the NCOs and commander, it is important to hold [after-action reports] 

and other meetings, such as Q&A meetings or "How do you feel everything is going, and what can we improve 

on?"  It is important not to hold too many meetings, but let the NCOs know that they have a voice and are 

respected in the company. It is also essential to support the command team in front of the troops, and keep 

suggestions or dissensions with the commander behind closed doors. 

 

 A strong command team does not require too many pieces but does require a lot of emphasis and consistency. 

These points being: emphasis on expectations, communication, consistent application and follow through. 

Building strong command team begins with choosing the right people based on merit not solely on popularity or 

friendship. In addition, a maintaining a professional relationship is key to a command team.  

 

In order to set up our command team we made sure to have people who would work well together towards a 

common goal. We also picked people who would work well to balance each other out. 

 

The most important thing is being on the same page with your commander. You have to see eye to eye on 

everything from accountability to personal appearance. Use your Platoon Sgts, they are your work horses that 

will be your backbone. They need to know your goals, and they too need to be on the same page as you. 

Communicating and creating a command presence with your NCOs and commander keeps everyone in check. 
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Just remember, you can't do your job and be an effective leader without your NCOs, you need their support 

from day 1. 

 

One thing you really have to do is make sure that you and your commander have a good relationship for both 

Corps related issues and also on a personal level.  Being friends is good because it allows you both to settle 

things easier, but you also have to be serious when the time comes to get things done.  Another important must 

have is communication.  Both the Commander and 1st Sgt are passed important information that is needed for 

running the company and both people need to communicate to enforce what they have been told needs to 

happen. 

 

The key to creating a strong command team is communication. A commander must be able to accurately 

communicate his desires and goals if he wants them carried out. The 1SG must listen to the commander’s intent 

and have a strong relationship with him in order to complete the goal and anticipate the commanders next move. 

To form a strong team with fellow NCOs, communication is key. The 1SG must have a firm understanding of 

the NCOs specific goals that only comes through communications with the individual…the biggest thing is free 

and effective communication across the board. 

 

It is the responsibility of the first sergeant to get everyone on the same page. The communication is vital and 

expectations must be clear. Once the foundation is laid, it is then up to the first sergeant to hold people 

accountable to their actions.  

 

My commander and I met before hand and discussed areas in which the company performed well in last year 

and how to maintain near peak performance in those areas along with the things that needed the most 

improvement and how to get them better.  We made goals for the company and discussed how to reached 

them.  After that, I met with my Platoon Sergeants and briefed them on what the Commander and myself felt 

were the most important changes that needed to be made and had a meeting on how to implement procedures 

to achieve the Commander’s intent.   

 

Energy: Very simply put,…although, if as a 1SG you aren’t willing to put in the proper energy into your job, 

then why should your NCOs. This also helps in keeping your commander in the game mentality… 

 

Being in sync with your commander is very important as a 1SG. You need to be having weekly meetings with 

your NCOs to keep up focus and to stress the fact that everyone has a job and the system does not work 

properly unless everyone pulls their respective weight.  Most important of all is for the 1SG to do his job 

because he/she needs to be an anchor and set the example for others to follow.   

 

On creating a strong command team with the Officers and NCOs, I would recommend setting goals with the 

commander and have those as a foundation to start the year and strive for throughout the year. With these goals 

sit down and explain the goals, and how you see the company performing in the year, with the officers and other 

NCOs. With setting standards and goals others will respect your commitment and with you asking for their help 

and support to create a strong year then you will have the backing of others. My best advice would be to work 

on creating a strong sense of cohesion between the rank structure to where you can delegate without questioning 

because you have the support and respect within the rank structure of the company. 
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How did I build a strong command team? I knew my people, whether I liked the person on a personal level or 

not I chose the people who would be the most dependable to do the job at hand and did not necessarily choose 

my friends. I built a team with whom I trusted… 

 
As a Company First Sergeant, strong communication between the Company Commander and the rest of the 

NCOs is absolutely essential for a strong command team.  You must figure out the Commander’s intent for the 

company and get everyone else on the same page as his plan.  Again, communication is paramount in this 

endeavor.  Regularly scheduled meetings with the Commander and the other NCOs helps to make sure that 1) 

Everyone is still familiar with their roles and responsibilities and 2) They are performing their duties effectively 

and efficiently.   

 

Great leadership is ultimately the catalyst in generating success for a team. Regardless of the size of the team, 

positive movement and results will not be yielded without the presence of great leaders, not just one central 

figure. As a first sergeant, the success of a company is not only reached by your decision making, but by the 

efforts of the talented cadets that you appoint to assist your efforts in running a cadet company. 

 

This year it has been a struggle, yet the company has pulled through with the proper command team. I primarily 

considered “commitment to performing the task” [in making command team selections.] In looking at sergeant 

and corporal ranks, I looked at how well people were able to balance their responsibilities and their ability to 

relate with others, to include their ability to maintain personal responsibility and constructive accountability for 

others. 

 

I built a strong command team with my commander by emphasizing communication. At the start of the year, he 

told me what he wanted to do as the commander and we both discussed ways to make it happen. When trouble 

occurs within the company, we both find the best way to solve the problem. If we were ever not on the same 

page, we would force ourselves to be. Communication was key. 

 

SGMs (on building a command team): 

 

As SGM…it is important that you understand your commander’s intent for the battalion at large and work with 

your 1SGs in fulfilling the duties of the battalion and companies.  

 

To build a strong command team it really helped to get to know the commander and XO to help build a mutual 

respect between all those in the command team. Doing the same with the 1SGs was also a big aspect of building 

a mutual respect and a good working relationship. Communicating with all those involved in the command team 

on a daily basis helped to ensure that nothing was being overlooked and that a good relationship continued to 

grow. Also, holding meetings or after-action reports periodically helps to keep things moving forward in a 

positive way so that what works is continued and what doesn't work is fixed.  

 

In my experience this year the key to a strong command team is communication.  I always had weekly meetings 

with my NCOs.  I constantly checked up on my NCOs, making sure our missions and tasks were on track and 

executed properly.  The best advice would be to check and verify that the companies are carrying out your 
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orders.  Another key factor, know your [team].  Know how to deal with them and how to lead them.  You must 

know how each individual [prefers to] be led.  One person will respond well to lighting a fire underneath them 

to motivate them.  However, this approach can be damaging to another person.  You must know what leadership 

style each person will respond to.  Always take responsibility for your peoples’ mistakes.  In the end it is you 

who are leading them.  

   

I built a strong Command Team with the BN Commander and the 1SGs by first actually getting to know them. 

By spending time together to learn about one another and what we all want to get accomplished is important 

and discussing expectations and goals for the year. And having meetings and after action reports to discuss 

progress and upcoming events it key. Finally, having a positive attitude is contagious and don’t forget to also 

make things fun when you can and check up on your team and praise their hard work.  

 

I created a strong command team with two main principles: communication and equality.  I made sure that there 

were regularly scheduled meetings with my first sergeants so that we could all be on the same page, and be able 

to act accordingly.  Also, I have carried a thought that was given to me a few years ago which was, “Always 

question before you crucify”.  I feel like this form of leadership helps a command team gain respect from its 

peers and subordinates which allows the whole group to perform smoothly. 

 

At the Regimental level it is so important to check and verify.  When you get information from a source other 

than your commander or XO, it is vital that you let them know ASAP whatever it is and discuss what actions 

need to be taken.  Work with your seniors, spend time with them, and learn how they approach their jobs and 

roles.  No matter what, ALWAYS support your commander’s decisions publicly, if you feel otherwise that 

should be discussed in private with him/her. 
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